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New Job
Strongest Planet: Uranus (Inventive, eccentric.)
Most Dignified: Moon (Reflective, responsive.)
Most Elevated: Uranus (Inventive, eccentric.)
Life Force: Sun (Dynamic, determined.)
Vocation: Mars (Leader, finance, building.)
Rising Sign: Cancer (Moody, protective.)
Closest Aspect: Sa Tri Ne (Testing Ideals)

Geocentric
Tropical

Koch Houses

Positions:
Moon in Cancer in the 12th House
Sun in Gemini in the 11th House
Mercury in Cancer in the 12th House
Venus in Cancer in the 12th House
Mars in Gemini in the 11th House
Jupiter in Gemini in the 11th House
Saturn in Scorpio in the 4th House
Uranus in Aries in the 10th House
Neptune in Pisces in the 8th House
Pluto in Capricorn in the 6th House
Node in Scorpio in the 4th House
Midheaven in Aries
Ascendant in Cancer
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Chart Highlights:
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Ruler of 6th House: Jupiter
Sabian Symbol:
A young gypsy youth comes springing out of the forest, regarding the spreading vista before him
with deep interest. SCHOLARSHIP

Jupiter at 27°Gemini

Idealism gets brought down to earth now. Friends who share ideals band together, work together,
and find pleasure in making a difference - and the experience itself is worthwhile, apart from the
achievements.


Jupiter in 11th House

Pluto in 6th House 
Sabian Symbol:
In the sacred quiet and afternoon hall-lights of the museum, a young art student drinks in pure
inspiration. INEXHAUSTIBILITY

Pluto at 16°Pisces

The way you deal with necessities and obligations - health and work in particular - is in a state of
transformation now. Your job situation may change radically. Environmental contaminants
connected with your work can be a problem. A totally new diet or exercise program can change
your life.


Pluto in 6th House

Ruler of 10th House: Mars
Sabian Symbol:
A great industrial plant is closed down and around it mills a crowd of agitators and striking
workmen. ORGANIZATION

Mars at 08°Gemini

Fighting for friends and ideals - maybe even struggling with them - comes into the picture now. You
become more actively involved on a social level, taking a bigger part in collective events and
developments. You have little patience for people who do not live up to their principles.


Mars in 11th House

Don't do too much dreaming just now. It would be very easy for you to get carried away with some
fancy or another. Your feelings are not in sync with your imagination. You may be hard to satisfy.

Mars Square Neptune (1°46')

You feel like being different, trying something new and unusual. A perfect time for new ideas, a
breakthrough in thinking, a novel approach.

Mars Sextile Uranus (4°50')

Uranus in 10th House 
Big changes affecting your career, status, and reputation are likely at a time like this. Daring to be
different gets you noticed and could get you ahead in ways you never expected. It could even land
you in hot water if you're not discreet. A high-tech or idealistic approach sets you apart.


Uranus in 10th House

An urge to rebel against all that is hidden, private, and secret about you. Your independence could
be at the price of superficiality, denying yourself opportunities for inner change and growth. Internal
pressures could burst out of the closet.

Uranus Square Pluto (1°09')
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